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 Auto Beatmatching is easy to use. Just type in the genre and your song and hit Go! You'll be out of the beatmatching range in
seconds. Experience the unique feature that lets you decide the final pitch and mixing. With this feature, you decide how much

emphasis to give to the vocals, the drumming and the bass. Mix everything up. If you're looking for something special, try
Mixshaping mode. Mixshaping is a solid technique for instrumental mixes. It allows you to use DJ styles for mixing. This is a
sample - To purchase a license key, visit The Luminaries Shop The mission of the Luminaries Team is to change the musical

world! Please visit Luminaries.com for more info about their other products. The Luminaries is a highly respected company that
is committed to making their products available to you at the lowest price possible. They carry the world's best-selling sample

and drum libraries. For more info visit luminaries.com Mashup 2 Key Features : 1. Easily discover the best track for your song:
Tap into the universe of music using the Beatmatching function that analyzes your track and brings you 100% compatible

tracks. 2. Features a new intuitive and customizable interface: You can now add a volume curve in the mixer panel. Now you
can change the audio intensity using the graph displayed on the panel. You can change the volume or intensity of any component

of your track, including drum hits and vocals, in real-time. Simply drag the graph on the panel and see how your song will
sound. You can now control all your effects inside the user interface. Now you can drag the value of an effect using the drag

bars. With this new feature you can adjust all your effects in the mixer panel. 3. Analyze your track: Use Mashup 2 for an
instant beatmatching analysis of your track. This will tell you if the best track for your song is in the database. 4. Remix your

song: You can now decide on the final sound of your song by using Mixshaping. You can save the best mix and use it to remix
your track. Or you can decide which sound you like better. Then, modify it with sounds from the same folder. 5. Handle your

sample packs with ease: Mashup 2 allows you to save the best sample packs. Just 82157476af
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